SURESTAMP

A convenient, single-component, stampable concrete overlay for creating three-dimensional textures on existing flat concrete surfaces. Ideal areas for a stampable overlay are: pool decks, patios, sidewalks, driveways, concrete floors and architectural concrete elements in theme parks and resorts.

- APPLY AS THIN AS 1/4 OF AN INCH
- JUST ADD WATER FORMULATION
- USE WITH SKIN AND GROUTLINE STAMPS
INSPIRED DESIGNS

Incredible three-dimensional textures make SureStamp the perfect outlet for creative inspiration. Works with all the latest stamping tools and textured mats and rollers.

LOWER COST ALTERNATIVE

Maximize the depth, character and strength of your indoor and outdoor concrete projects, and get the looks of costly paving materials, like brick, stone and wood without the high costs.

HOT & COLD WEATHER USE

Formulated to create the maximum bond strength to 5, 5.5, and 6 sack concrete mixes. Our dry polymer technology handles high and lower temperatures including multiple freeze thaw cycles.

TESTING DATA

- **COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH - ASTM C-109**
  28-days 4,350 PSI (29,992 kPa)

- **FLEXURAL STRENGTH - ASTM C-348**
  28-days 945 PSI (6,515 kPa)

- **TENSILE STRENGTH - ASTM C-190**
  28-days 440 PSI (3,033 kPa)

- **ABRASION RESISTANCE ASTM D-4060**
  28-days <.55%

SureBond is required to be used for maximum bond strength to the concrete surface.

TWO FORMULATIONS

- **SURESTAMP™**
  Standard formulation for general purpose interior and exterior applications

- **SURESTAMP ST™**
  Slower cure time for high temperature exterior applications
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